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Regulators for Ford 6G Alternators 
Inquiries on testing 
Ford 6G 'PCM 
Controlled' regulators 
are quite abundant 
these days.  

Transpo Technical Services 
provides the following basic review 
of the PCM-type regulator..  

Basic Operation: During 
alternator operation, the vehicle 
PCM monitors the output signal at 
the regulator LI pin and then 
provides a specific input signal to 
the regulator RC pin to control the 
regulation set point voltage. When 
a sudden load is applied to the 
charging system, the computer 
senses the load and effectively 
lowers the regulation set point 
voltage for a few seconds and then 
adjusts the signal to satisfy the 
demand of the vehicle electrical  
system. It should be noted that the 
PCM also monitors other 
peripheral loads, i.e., AC, 
transmission, etc. and alters the 
PWM signal applied to regulator 
RC, accordingly. This type of 
regulator control provides a  

charging system that responds 
very smoothly and limits the effect 
of the alternator load on vehicle 
performance. 

Definition of Regulator 
Terminal Connections:  

LI / Load Indicator: This 
regulator 'output' pin provides a 
PWM feedback signal from the 
regulator circuit to the vehicle 
PCM. This feedback signal is an 
indication of alternator load; 
(how hard the alternator is 
working to support the required 
voltage set point). This regulator 
PWM signal has amplitude of 14 
volts and a frequency of 125 Hz. 
It represents the field current 
signal, but is inverted. It should 
be noted that the LI has no 
direct control over Lamp 
function. Indicator Lamp function 
is solely controlled by the 
vehicle PCM..  

RC / Regulator Control: This 
regulator 'input' pin receives a 
vehicle PCM signal that is a 125 
Hz PWM square wave. The 
PCM. 

signal communicates a desired 
voltage set point by providing a 
specific 

AS / External Voltage Sense: 
This regulator 'input' pin 
provides charging system 
reference voltage to the 
regulator. The regulator reacts 
to this by functioning in its 
primary voltage set point 
mode. 

It should be noted that recent 
concerns regarding PCM regulator 
failure when bench testing units on 
the D&V tester has been narrowed 
down to a suspect program 
designed into the test bench 
adapter harness. Transpo 
Technical Services has been 
working with D&V to correct this 
issue. 

Transpo offers a dedicated Signal 
Supply Module, VRC101-31 that is 
specifically designed to test PCM 
controlled Ford F601-type 
regulators. Instructions are 
provided with the VRC101-31. 
Contact your WAI-WRS or 
Authorized Transpo Distributor for 
availability.. 
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Thank You For Your Business! 
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